
HOOD SHIELD
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
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IMPORTANT: Before driving, ensure the hood shield is properly secured to vehicle. Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive 
                     cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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1. Raise hood. 
2. Clean the area around the leading edge of the hood with a clean cloth. 
3. Attach fasteners to the (2) outboard hoodshield shield flanges by inserting screw with washer through the hood shield,  
 and into well nut.  Partially thread screw into well nut. (See detail below.)
4. Expose 2” (5 cm) of tape liner from each end of the center flanges on the hood shield. Ensure that free ends are accessible. 
5. Center part on front edge of hood and align holes. 
6. NOTE: Observe the alignment from the side view in order to guide the hood shield with its attached fastener into the proper  
 hole in the hood. (See detail below.) 
7. With the fastener assembly inserted into hole in hood, secure hood shield to hood by tightening screw to expand well nut.  
 Repeat for remaining fastener. NOTE: DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN 
8. Note the (2) inboard hole locations. 
9. Install (2) Scrivet fasteners with phillips head screwdriver at the inboard holes. (See detail below.) 
10. Press and hold hood shield against underside lip (leading edge) of hood while peeling backing off tape. 
11. Remove remaining tape liner by pulling on the free ends. 
12. Apply pressure to flange to ensure proper adhesion of tape. 
13. Turn out (counter clockwise) both hood bumpers as needed to clear grille. (See detail below.)
14. Turn out (counter clockwise) both fender bump stops as needed to clear grille. (See detail below.)
15. Close hood slowly. 
16. Check hood clearance by sliding a credit card sized item between hood shield and grille. If necessary, open hood and  
 repeat Steps 13-15 until card can slide easily between hood shield and grille while hood is closed. 
17. Apply (4) bump ons to hood surface.


